Abstract-In the aspect of information security, steganolysis has been an important topic since first indicated steganography has been used for communication. Apart from cryptography stegonagraphy is the additional method leadind to better secure of messages which goes hand by hand with cryptography, that's why revel of such a message not easy. A large number of JPEG steganography methods are available for free usage, which has spawned significant research in the area of JPEG steganolysis. This paper introduces an enhanced JPEG steganography along with a suitable encryption methodology which will play a significant role in the world of symmetric key cryptographic algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information security is and will continue to be a serious issue.Digital Steganography [6] [8] [10] has been one of the main weapon used to secure data. Secret information is imperceptibly hidden within signals with the use of steganography. It has already been proved that although cryptography is a measure concern as a information security [3] [11] vehicle but if we merge steganography with a symmetric encryption technique like MODDES [1] [2],X -MODDES , which will be beneficial in the aspect of security world .In the current world scenario we can not imagine all lives without computers but with usage a question of secure transfer of data appear very soon . Therefore coding, cryptography, Steganography is very important. Steganography [5] and cryptography are connected together more or less. Cryptography is strong in the usage of the key and the message is some how coded. But if we send an unsecured message, hacker [3] will notice it and will try to break it as well. But there is stegonagraphy, which helps with secure transfer of secret messages. It embeds a message inside a picture in such a way if we see the picture normally we can not recognize that there is is a secret message inside it.
This paper is then focused on the way how to embed messages inside the pictures and how to compress as well along with new encryption methodology has been introduced. Stegonagraphy methods can be classified on the basis of types of cover file which includes TCP/IP headers, images, and media data like video or audio file. This paper focuses images as cover, while this section gives a brief overview of existing steganographic methods.
A. Transform based steganographic methods
It hides data in the coefficients of represented domain. In this technique we first map the signals to another domain such as Fourier transformation, DCT [14] , Hartley transformation; the obtained co-efficient are altered.
B. Palette based Steganographic Methods
It hides the steganographic message within the bits of palette or indices. Care must be taken when using this image file format ensuring that number of colors is not exceeded.
C. Spatial Domain Based Steganographic Methods
The most commonly used of this type is LSB (Least Significant Bits) steganography in uncompressed file formats such as TIFF or BMP. The secret message may be hidden by altering least significant bit in a certain layer. 
Where NxN is image size.
Peak Signal To Noise Ratio (PSNR):
It is the ratio of the maximum signal to the noise in noise in Stego image. PSNR = 20 log 10 (255/√MSE) .
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Step 1: The JPEG cover image [13] is broken down into 8x8 blocks of pixel.
Step 2: working from left to right top to bottom the DCT is applied to each block using the formula given below.
Step 3: Find the corresponding matrix using the following equation The first row i =1 has all entries equal to 1/8 as expected from the formula.
Step 4: Now we apply Quantization and obtain a matrix of c"s where
Step 5: Now we are suggesting the encryption algorithm to be used:
Encryption Algorithm
Step I: Generate ASCII value of letter.
Step II: Generate corresponding binary value which should always be represented in 8 bit e.g. for decimal 12 should be 00001100 not 1100.
Step III: Reverse the 8 digit binary number.
Step IV: Take a 4 digit divisor therefore it should be greater than equal to binary 1000. It will serve as key.
Step V: Divide the reversed number obtained in step 3 by key.
Step VI: Store the remainder in first 3 digits and quotient in next 5 digits. If they are lesser than 3 and 5 digits respectively then add zeros to their left. This is our cipher text.
Decryption Algorithm
Step I: Multiply last 5 digits of cipher text by key.
Step II: Add first 3 digits of cipher text with the result obtained from step 1.
Step III: If the result produce in step 2 is not an 8 bit number we need to make it by appending zeros to its left.
Step IV: Reverse the number and find its corresponding ASCII value.
Advantages of this new Encryption Algorithm
1. There are two reverse operations present in this algorithm which would make it more secure. 2. CRC checking in receiving ends is easier 3. The algorithm is very simple in nature. Disadvantage
Since it will work character by character therefore we need to apply the above algorithm for every character in our message.
Example
Suppose we have message "go" as this Encryption algorithm works character by character therefore we will first take the character g Encryption
Step I: ASCII value of g is 103.
Step II: Binary value of decimal number 103 is 01100111
Step III: Reverse this binary number i.e. 11100110
Step IV: Now we will select 1000 as key.
Step V: Divide 11100110 by 1000 Quotient=11100 Remainder=110
Step VI: Therefore our cipher text would be 11011100. To ASCII (11011100)=220 which is "|(bar symbol)" Hence our message "go" will convert into "~" Decryption
Step I: On multiplying 11100 by key i.e 1000 we get 11100000.
Step II: Add first three digits 110 to the result obtained in step I. Therefore our result will be 11100110
Step III: Reverse the number obtained and we will get 01100111 which is 103 in decimal and it was our character "g".
Now we have
Step 6: Non-zero quantized DCT co-efficient of quantized matrix obtained in step 4 are used for purpose of finding the positions where our message characters would be added. If a 1, a 2, a 3, a 4 a 5, a 6, a 7 are non-zero quantized co-efficient and x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are secret message which are encrypted by using our encryption algorithm then we will find positions b 1, b 2, b 3 where our message x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are added as follows: b 1 =a 1 XOR a 3 XOR a 5 XOR a 7 b 2 = a 2 XOR a 3 XOR a 6 XOR a 7 b 3 = a 4 XOR a 5 XOR a 6 XOR a 7 Where XOR represents bit by bit exclusive OR operation. Selection of positions where our encrypted message will be added should be sequential and done according to following rule: a. If b i =0 then we will select from a 5,5 , a 6, 6 ,or a 7,7 as our position for x 1 , x 2 and x 3 b. if b i =1 then we may select from a 5,6 , a 6,7 or a 7,8 as our position for x 1 , x 2 and x 3 Step 7: As the quantized matrix obtained has non zero(positive or negative) entries on top left corner moreover these are very small in magnitude as compare to our message"s value therefore we need to make these new entries Comparable with quantized matrix entries which is done as follows:
a. Convert our message character"s ASCII value in string format. b. Convert consecutive characters in decimal. c. Use these decimal values for insertion in quantized matrix at specified locations. Advantages 1. Encryption algorithm [2] makes our information safer. 2. We will substitute only one character of our encrypted message in that matrix Ci,j so that even if by steganalysis [6] anybody can determine that there is a slight change in image the information is very much distributed and of course encrypted .
Disadvantages
It may happen sometime that we need to revise c i,j matrix so there will be larger difference between Stego image and cover image.
IV. CASE STUDY
Let we taken the following picture for our purpose Figure.1 This block now consist of 64 DCT coefficients, Ci,j where i and j range from 0-7 .The top left coefficient C 0,0 correlates to low frequencies of original mage block where as C 7, 7 corresponds to higher frequency . It is important that human eyes are most sensitive to low frequency. Quantization  Q 90 =  3  2  2  3  5  8  10  12   2  2  3  4  5  12  12  11   3  3  3  5  8  11  14  11   3  3  4  6  10  17  16  12   4  7  7  11  14  22  21  15   5  7  11  13  16  12  23  18   10  13  16  17  21  24  24  21   14  18  19  20  22  20 Now after introducing the key value 144121 and the corresponding code sequence is on X-MODDES [4] we can see the changes in size of the file but the appearance of the image is same. V. DECOMPRESSION Reconstruction of our image begins by decoding the bit stream representing the quantized matrix C each element of C is then multiplied by corresponding element of the quantized matrix originally used .We will use the following formula R i,j =Q i,j X C i,j R= .
The IDCT is next applied to matrix are which is rounded to next integer and finally 128 is added which we subtracted at step 1 of compression process. D= round (T"RT) +128 D= Histogram of Cover Image ( Figure. 1) Figure 8 Histogram of Figure. 2 (For the Image Embed With Message)
Now both the figure 7 and 8 clearly suggesting that even after embedding the message there is very slight change in histogram which is not observable and that"s good from cracker prospective.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a new enhanced stegonagraphy methodology along with a suitable encryption scheme. As we can see there is a slight difference in the histogram therefore any smart hacker may find out that there is something secret in the image our encryption algorithm is enough for daunting his intention. 
